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ASYMPTOTIC RELATIONS FOR PARTITIONS

BY

L. B. RICHMOND

ABSTRACT.  Asymptotic relations are obtained for the number PA(n)

of partitions of the integer n into summands from a set A of integers.  The

set A is subject to certain conditions; however the only arithmetic condition

is that A have property Pk of Bateman and Erdös.  A conjecture of Bateman

and Erdös concerning the *th differences of p^(n) may be verified using these

asymptotic relations.

1. Let A = {a0, a,,. .. } be an infinite set of monotonically increasing in-

tegers. Let us say, as do Bateman and Erdös [1], that A has property Pk if and

only if:  If we remove an arbitrary subset of k elements from A, the remaining

elements have greatest common divisor unity. If k < 0 then any set A has prop-

erty Pk. In [2] we considered the number PA(n) of partitions of the integer n

into summands from A when A has property Pk for all k > 0. In this section we

consider this problem when A has property Pk but not Pk + X. In the next section

we investigate a conjecture of Bateman and Erdös concerning the fcth difference

of pA (n). Finally in the third section we point out that a condition we assumed

in [3] in order to determine the asymptotic behaviour of the moments of par-

tition distributions is unnecessary.

For the sake of completeness we now state some definitions which are

given all in [2].

Let A(u) denote the number of elements of A which are < u.

Let fA be defined by

/»= Le-™.
aGA

Let properties (I) and (II) be defined as in [2]. It is sufficient here per-

haps to state that both these properties hold when any one of (i), (ii) or (hi)

below hold (see [2] ).

(i) Hm (log a„/log v)HJSL (log a„/Iog v) > ^,

(") 5 =¿ÍgL °g °&a"   exists and s > 0,
- logy
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(iii) A(2u) = 0{A(u)}    as u—*<*>.

Let o: = a(n) be determined from

7i = X <eaa - I)"1.

Let Aß = Aß(n) (p = 2, 3, . . . ) be defined as in [2] or [4] ; here it will

be sufficient to note that

a2=z «2eaVa - O"2,
a&A

A3= T, a3[(.ea" - i)-3 + °(.eaa - O"2 + (eaa - I)"1],

aGA

AA=Y<  a4Keaa - l)-4 + 36(eaa - I)"3 + 14(eaa - 1)~2 + (eaa - l)"1].

aBA

Again with Dp = Dp(n) (p = 1, 2,. . . ) as defined in [2] or [4] it will

be sufficient to note that Dx(n) = -\füJ2(A\ßA\ + AAI12A\).

In the following we suppose that A has property Pk but not Pk+X for some

k > 0.  let A denote a set of k + 1 elements of A such that A - A has g.c.d.

greater than one. A is not necessarily unique; clearly the set {2, 3} U

{6/|/ = 1, 2, . . .} has property F0. We assume however that A is fixed for the

remainder of this section.

Let d be the g.c.d. of A -A.    Let (A - A)/d denote the set

{a\ad EA - Â }. Let GA be defined by

a<EA 1 - exp(-aa + 27r/aÔ)

Lemma 1.1. Let A, dand (A - A)/d be defined as above.  Suppose

(A - A )/d has property P¡ (I must be > 0). For each fixed 8 > 0 if

.^[^•HS'h'H0 G [5, 1  -Ô] -

a£Ä

then GA(B) = 0{al+k+2}. The O-constant depends upon 8 but not a.

Proof. From Lemma 3.4 of [2] we obtain that since 0 is not within 6

of any 0 <j/a < 1, a G A ,

ni -exp(-ûa) nr t+1_ -—-=0{ak+l]

aSA 1 - exp(-aa + ia62n)

where the O-constant depends upon S but not o. Consider

_ T-r 1 - exp(-aa)
g(6)= n_-—-—

aeA-A 1 — exp(-osa + /a02;r)
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for 0 < 8 < 1/d.  Since G (6 + j/d) = G (9), this is not a restriction. Then with

* = dd,

_ r, 1 - exp(-a£/J)
c,(wsc(i)=   n  -_—z—•

às(A-A)/d 1 - exp(-ada + ia \¡/2rt)

Since the set of integers (A - A )/d has property P¡, we obtain as before that for

i> E [5,1 - 8]

(1.2) G1W = 0{(do),+ 1} = 0{a,+ 1}

where the 0-constant depends upon 5 but not a.

Lemma 1.1 now follows from (1.1) and (1.2).

Lemma 1.2. Let e > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Suppose A has properties

(I) and (II). Let A and d be defined as above.  Then there exists a constant

8 > 0 such that

[ÍldA6 eje*2«'"6 dd = ak+1 II a(l - «r'W)-»

x e2«inild(2TtA2)-%\\ + Oí/J^ía)}].

77ie O-constant depends upon 8 but not a.

Proof.

0.3)     aMH * *) - n-' - exp(-"')-cAm.
a<=A 1 - exp(-ua + 2niaj/d + 2nia\p)

Now since A is a finite fixed set, we may choose 5 small enough that for I j|/| < 5,

nl - exp(-aa) „  k+._-v----= 0{ak+1}.

aeA 1 - exp(-aa + 2niaj/d)

Also in [2] we have seen that there exists a 5 > 0 and an r¡ with 0 < ij < 1

such that for \¡/0 = a/J(1+Tl)/3(a) < IM < 5,

(1.5) GA(\¡j) = 0{afAN(á)},   for each N>0.

(Here we did not use the fact that A had property Pk for all k > 0.)

For | \¡/\< \}/0 we obtain from (1.3)

GA(j/d+1)=gaW • n   »-«»(-«« •"*"»>—.
a&4 1 - exp(-aa + j'2ira^ + 2itiaj/d)

Since

1 - e-aa+i2na1' =aa + i2na^ + 0{a2} = a« [1 + 2mar¡i ¡a + 0{a}]

and
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1 - e-ct + 2na<li + 2niailij/d _ j _ ¿2»/«//«/m  + 0{a}],

we obtain that

1 -exp(-tta + i2mè)
TT-=o* + I  TT a(l -e-tta)-1

j¿A-l-exp(^aa + i2Tiail/ + 2niaj/d) ai\

x  [(l4./27r|)kI+0(a)].

Thus on the range 1i/>| < \p0 = afA(l +T,)/3(a) we obtain that

GA(j/d+))e2,,in(ild+^

(1.6) = a*+1 ¡I a(l-e-2,r,'a^)-1
a&A

x e2lrin"d[(l + 2m\j/ja)k+l + 0{a}] G^y:21""*.

We may expand GA(^)e2l,in'1' as in [2, §2], then upon integrating from - ^0

to \¡/Q all odd powers of \¡j will drop out. Moreover

J* J   U,fa)2GA(>¡,)e2"in* d* = 0{afXl(<¿)} = 0{A2'AfAVl+e(á)}

since again as in [2, §2] we have that A2 " = 0{afA A+e(a)}. Now the lemma

follows from (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6).

Lemma 13. Let e > 0 be any constant.  Let A satisfy properties (I) and

(II) of [2]. Let A be defined as above.  Then there exists a constant 5 > 0

such that for each number j/a¡; a¡ E A, j = 1, 2,.. . , at - 1 :

(a) if there exist k + 2 elements a of A such that (a¡Ka¡, /))-)' a then

iZrlG^)e2nin6de = ̂ +2y'

(b) or if there exist exactly k + 1 elements a of A such that (a¡/(a¡, j))\

a, then letting A = {ä\ä defined as above}, then there exists a 8 > 0 such that

rJlat+S QA(ß)e2mne ¿g m ¿«injla, a* + l  x  JJ  fl(, _ ¿Ivijala^-1(2^)-*

J J/a¡-S asA

xil+Oi/J^ia)}].

Proof.  The proof of part (a) is the same as the proof of Lemma 1.1.

The proof of part (ii) is the same as the proof of Lemma 1.2.

Theorem 1.1. Let A have properties (I) and (II) of [2]. Suppose that A
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has property Pk but not Pk+X for k> 0.   Suppose furthermore that

hnv*« [Oog log a„)/log v] < °°. Let m be any fixed integer > 2.  Then

pA(n) = (2nA2)-Vl exp/a« - £ log(l -e-°a)\

' a<=A >

x i1 + "Z   D0 + 0{f\-2ml3(a.)} + 0{ak+1)1.

Proof.  As in [2]

pA(n) = e«»j\GA(0)e2«ine d6.

There is a contribution to the integral from a neighbourhood of 8 = 0 (a saddle-

point which is determined exactly as in [2] ), giving the dominant terms of Theo-

rem 1.1. The next largest contributions come from the S-neighbourhoods 8 E

[f/d - 8,j/d + 8] and 8 E [j/a¡ - 8, j/a¡ + 8] considered in Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3

and these contributions are 0{ pA (n)ak+ '}. From Lemma 1.1 the integrand is

0{ak+2} on the remaining range of integration. However, consider the integral

of GA (8) e2nM over the range j/d + 8 to (/ + l)/d - 8 omitting any S-neighbour-

hoods of 0 < k/a < 1, a E A.  As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, this is the integral

n —' " exp("aa)— a.»)«"*"»
aeA 1 - exp(-aa + 2itiad\¡/)

from d8 to 1 - d8 omitting any d8 -neighbourhoods of the dk/a¡ where j/d <

k/at < (/ + l)/d. But Gx(\j/) = 0{a2} except on neighbourhoods of those points

considered in Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 with A replaced by (A - A )/d and from these

lemmas the integral over these neighbourhoods is 0{ak+2pA(n)}. Thus the

theorem follows.

Remark.   One can obtain sharper estimates from Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, and

1.3 than those given in Theorem 1.1. In general, however, the sharper estimates

are rather cumbersome to state in general.   Suppose A = {2, 3} U

{6/|i = 1, 2,. . . }. Then one deduces that

e("/3)v/n /3V& r        7T    /        3

M»)=^-(|)['^(c+!(-.r+T

"(('-"•t)

cos(2tt/3)

27TW
COS

3

+ sin^sinfî)) + 0{«-'}]

where C0 is a complicated constant which we have been unable to write in any

convenient form. The oscillatory part is easy to evaluate however, and is of

course independent of whether A is taken to be { 2} or {3}.
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2.  In this section we shall verify, under certain asymptotic restrictions on

A, a conjecture of Bateman and Erdös concerning pAk\n) defined by

£ p^(n)xn = (l-x)k II O -Xa)-1.
w=0 aGA

We now define a,Aß and Dp as in [5]. They are different from §1.

With Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 replacing Theorem 5.2 of [3] one obtains

Theorem 2.1.   Let A have properties (I) and (II) of [2]. Suppose that A

has property Ps but not Ps+V Suppose furthermore that

_ log log a„
lim —-.-<°°.
»>-►»    log v

Let m be any fixed integer > 2 and e any constant > 0. Then for k> 0

PAk)(n) = (2vA2)~,A exp [an - £ log(l - e-aa) - k log(l - e"««)!
I a&A I

x\l+ m¿ Dp + 0{fj-2m'3(a)} + 0{a°+1-k}\.
L        p=i J

Remark.   An asymptotic result can be obtained for the case k = s + 1

also. The result stated in complete generality is again cumbersome. Let, how-

ever, A = {2, 3} U {6/|/ =1,2,...}. In this case, one determines without

too much difficulty that

PAiXn)=sf3Í2(6iinA)-le("IVJñ

[
1+2ÍZD1+-?_

2 1 - cos(2^/3)

x ((l - cosf ) cos f- + sin f sin Y) + °i""%}] '

More generally, one added to the contributions in Lemmas 1,2 and 1.3 gives the

dominant term; hence PA+1\n) is a periodic term times pA(n)ak+1 if A has

property Pk but not Pk+x.

We may now say something about the conjecture of Bateman and Erdös

in [5].

Let us define p^k)(7i) = PAk+l)(n)fpAk)(n). From Theorem 2.1 and the

remark following it, we obtain

Theorem 2.2. Let A have properties (I) and (II) of [2]. Suppose that A
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has property Pk. Suppose furthermore that lim,,.,«, [(log log av)¡iog v] <°°.

Then pAk\ri) = 0{a} = 0{nVl}.

Proof.   Let ax be that in the asymptotic expression for p^k + 1\n) and

a2 be that in the asymptotic expression for pA+2(n). It readily follows that

a, = a2 + 0{ax fA~\a)). The second part follows from the fact that

Za(eaa - I)"1 < Z-=1 m(emtt -1) = 0{a~2}.

Remark.   Again Theorem 2.1 and the remark following it show that under

the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 one may determine the asymptotic behaviour of

PAk\n) if-^ has property Pk. Also if A does not have property Pk+X then

pAk^(n) is a periodic function of m times a and may change sign. If A = {2, 3} U

{6/1/ = 1, 2,... } one obtains that

0 ff     r     3(-lV 2

p^n)-6n^ L1+    2      + 1-cos(2tt/3)

//, 2rr\       2nn ,   .   2n .   2irn\ ,  _r   _^1
x  III -cos-j I cos^j— + sin-r sm—r-l + G\ n  n}\.

3. One of the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 of [3] is that either A is a

P-sequence or that lim^,, log gA(x)/\og x = 0. The proof of Theorem 1.1 shows

shows that this condition is unnecessary. This condition is unnecessary in Theo-

rem 5.2 of [3] also.
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